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WINONA, MINNESOTA, JUNE

COLLEGE BOARD ADOPTS FINAL
FOUR YEAR CURRICULUM
Teachers Colleges Authorized
to Prepare Teachers for
High Schools
By authority of the 1921 legislature which advanced the six
normal schools to the name and
status of teachers colleges, and in
accordance with the new certificate law just passed, defining and
clarifying the former law, the College Board adopted on May 10,
1929, a final four-year curriculum.
This will replace the tentative
four-year program upon .which 23
degrees were previously awarded
and upon which 22 are to be granted
at commencement this year.
The new four-year course is
drawn as a complete unit, rather
than as simply the addition of two
years to the long established present two-year program. Emphasis
is placed upon the core or constants
in the curriculum rather than upon
electives, and deliberate attempt is
made to stress the academic or culture subjects as fully as the professional skills and technics.
One-half the work of the four
years (or 96 quarter-hours), called
the constants, is common for all
courses and for all students. A
quarter-hour means one hour of
class work per week for twelve
weeks, so that each subject carried
by a student for three months gives
him four quarter-hours of credit.
The other half of the work (96
quarter-hours) is open to election
by students from general and special fields.
In order to keep his work well
correlated, each student besides
pursuing the core subjects or constants must also carry two majors
and one minor. A major is not
less than 20 quarter-hours and a
minor not less than 12 quarterhours, each in a specified field, the
number of hours in any case being
also prescribed. For example, a
major in industrial arts is 34 quarter-hours and in physical education
it is 32, in addition to eight quarterhours from the constants in each
case.
Now these major requirements
are so devised that the program of
the degree graduate meets fully
the certificate requirements established by the State Board of
Education for teachers in the several fields of public education. A
four-year graduate who thus majors
in English (a minimum of 24 quarter hours in addition to English
constants) and in the social sciences
(a minimum of 20 quarter hours in
addition) will be certified to teach
these subjects in the senior high
school.
Besides extending authority to
the colleges to prepare teachers for
general or academic subjects in
high schools, the College Board has
authorized each of the six colleges
to continue to offer special courses
or majors in each of industrial and
fine arts, music, and physical education. These curricula also fulfill
the State Board requirements for
certification to supervise these special subjects throughout the twelve
grades in elementary and high
schools. Under the terms of the
requirements for majors it will be
possible for a student to be certified
for one of these special fields and
to have the privilege of also teaching a related academic subject.
(Continued on page :3, column 3)

"TRELAWNY OF THE WELLS
TO BE PRESENTED
JUNE 5
Finishing touches are now being
put on the annual Commencement
play "Trelawny of the Wells",
which will be given next Wednesday evening in the auditorium of
College Hall.
The cast has been working hard
the last month and a half under
the direction of Miss Ruth Beth
Watts. The play is a very difficult
one to present because of the exceptional character acting and stage
work which is called for in the
action.
Since the play takes place during
the Romantic Period of the eighteen sixties, beautiful costumes and
stage sets will be in evidence during
the production.
The complete cast follows:
Mrs. Mossop, Ruth McLeod
Mr. Albett, Stanley Arbingast
Tom Wrench, Harry Meyers
Imogen Parrot, Janet Rohweder
Mr. Telfer, Donald Wildgrube
Ferdinand Gadd, Ewald Kintzi
Augustus Colpays, Harold Johnson
Mrs. Telfer, Berneice Berdan
Rose Trelawny, Ardath Lovell
Arthur Gower, Charles Buck
Avonia Bunn, Harriette Herman
Sarah, Lyla Dennison
Sir Arthur Gower, Leo Dahm
Miss Trafalgar Gower, Luverne
Fenessey
Charles, Harold Evans
Hallkeeper, Oscar Hanson
Clara DePhoenix, Charlotte Foss
Captain DePhoenix, John Lovelace
Mr. O'Dwyer, Howard Daniels
Miss Brewster, Virginia Anderson
Three Actors, Everett Johnson,
Walter LaCasse, Harry McGrath

NEW CERTIFICATE LAW
PASSED BY LEGISLATURE
The new certificate law affects
teachers college graduates in several ways:
(1) The diploma is no longer a
certificate to teach, but will be the
basis for such certificate. The college will prearrange with the State
Commissioner for the certificate
and present it with the diploma.
(2) The certificate issued after
two years of successful teaching is
no longer a life certificate, but is
good for five years, after which it
becomes a life certificate on evidence of at least five years of successful teaching during the seven.
(3) The certificate will designate
the general fields of work, such as
primary, upper grades, etc. as
well as a special or major such as
music or as English, if such major
has been carried.
(4) The two-year standard elementary school certificate based
upon the two-year diploma entitles
the holder to teach in any elementary grades.
(5) The degree entitles the holder to junior or senior high school
certificate, depending upon the
majors chosen.
(6) The fees paid the state department (through the college
office) are; for issuance and renewals, $1.00; and for permanent or
life certificates, $5.00.
(7) The law affects in no way
the diplomas and certificates previously issued.
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DIRECTOR OF DRAMA
LEAGUE GIVES TALK
Why the theater of America is
in such a critical condition and
reasons for the present standards
of the drama were revealed by
Mrs. A. Starr Best, of Chicago,
director of the Drama League of
America, in a speech given before
the student body Friday, May 17.
"The theater has never been in
such a precarious, terrific and horrible position," declared Mrs. Best.
"It is hovering between life and
death. Hundreds of theaters are
running at a loss, hundreds of
dramatists and play writers are
madly tearing their hair wondering
what's going to happen, and those
who do not want the drama to die
are wringing our hands with them.
Managers are at their wit's end.
Veterans who have been in the
field about twenty-five years are
discouraged. They have tried everything, but to no avail.
"Clayton Hamilton says there is
a success only once in ten years,
and when we realize that not even
a small play can be produced for
less than $85,000, we better realize
the situation."
Mrs. Best cited the "Talkies" as
the attraction for dramatists.
"George Arliss, who was so averse
to the movies, is going straight
out of Shakespeare to the "talkies"
this spring. He does not think the
"Talkies" will harm drama.
"The radio", says Mrs. Best,
"has never been attacked, but it
seems to me it is a powerful factor
in influencing our present attitude
to drama. We are a victim to the
radio. We have it turned on when
we eat, sleep, and talk. I have
even known young people to study
with earphones on their heads. The
radio keeps us stimulated perhaps
unconsciously, but certainly attacking us subconsciously. Becoming so insistent, it takes more
and more to excite us. Our cars are
faster. Travel by aeroplane is more
common. So, we no longer can
respond to the beautiful and intellectual, but we require a stronger
stimulus. And this fact has a
deeper significance than we would
admit is responsible for the condition of the theater.
"If a play has the power to stir,
it has the quality of a great play,"
the speaker continued. "But today's audience is void to ordinary
sensations. It is dulled, inert, and
uninteresting, and so the managers
judge the play. Consequently they
are becoming noisier, and are deviating from the finer, richer, and
fuller appreciation of life."
The matter of expense also seems
to have brought about the failure
of the theater, in Mrs. Best's
opinion. "In trying to compete
with the screen," she said, "they
have more elaborate settings, and
consequently must charge higher
prices. Then, who goes to the
theater? Who can pay the price?
Rarely the people with a background and education, but those
who don't know what to do with
the evening and want to spend
their money. With this audience
it must "make good" before it can
come to us for a moderate price."
May 17 was gala day for the five
associated schools, Dresbach, Pickwick, Homer, East Burns and Gilmore Valley, when the college was
host to the children and patrons
of these schools. Under the direction of the Physical Education
Department a set of athletic events
were scheduled for grades three to
eight.
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32 STUDENTS TO RECEIVE DEGREE

OF BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
NAOMI FAUSCH WINS
IN NATIONAL CONTEST
If we could have seen Miss
Naomi Fausch when she received
word from the League of NationS
Contest Judging Committee that
she had received second place in
the National contest, we would
have changed our minds somewhat
about her always being such a
composed and placid young lady.
"Why, I never was so thrilled
in my life," she exclaimed. "I read
the first line and then I just ran
down the hall and — " there she
stopped. I suppose that inner voice
of hers, as of so many of us other
staid Americans told her, "Be careful, young lady, they'll think you
can't control your feelings." But
perhaps some of us who have been
fortunate in winning a prize can
imagine what Miss Fausch did —
or what she didn't do.
"It was a complete surprise to
me", Miss Fausch admitted. "I
was under the impression that the
winners were being announced on
Wednesday, and so I didn't even
think of it on Friday." When asked
whether she thought about the
contest a great deal, she said, "Oh,
I gave it a fleeting thought or two,
but I certainly didn't think I'd
place in the event. You see, I've
never considered myself lucky. The
only thing I remember ever having
won — " here she hesitated as if
reluctant to go on. With a little
encouragement however, she continued, "Well, it was a bar of soap.
If I remember correctly, it was the
prize for finding the most mistakes
in a certain newspaper." We might
add it must have been this same
kind of persevering and persistent
luck — if it may be called "luck"
at all — that enabled her to win
this fame for herself and Winona T.C.
Miss Fausch is undecided as to
how she will spend the hundred
dollars. "She may use it for further
art instruction this summer.

RED WING WINS ONE ACT
PLAY CONTEST
The annual one-act play contest
was again sponsored by the Wenonah Players on Friday, May 16,
and, as Miss Watts said, "with a
distinctive evidence of growth over
those given in former years."
"The choice of plays, the quality
of acting, and the stage business
was better", said Miss Watts, "and
I think the Wenonah Players have
never shown better cooperation as
a group."
"The Wonder Hat" given by the
Red Wing group was awarded first
place in the evening contest, at
which Mrs. A. Starr Best of Chicago was the sole judge. The cast
of characters included:
Harlqeuin, Robert Putman
Perott, Arnold Augustuine
Punchinello, John Krueger
Columbine, Florence Hjermstad
Margot, Mary Herrick
Red Wing, Stillwater, and Glencoe were the three schools chosen
from those competing in the morning and afternoon contests at which
Miss Coleman and Mr. Boots were
judges. Stillwater presented "Six
who pass while the Lentils Boil,"
and Glencoe gave "The Maker of
D reams."
Other schools in the contest:
Winona — "The Undercurrent."
Rushford — "Wurzel Flummery."
La Crescent — "The Wonder Hat."

Final Commencement Exercises to be Conducted
June 6
Commencement exercises were
opened Sunday, June 2, with the
baccalaureate sermon which was
presented by Rev. S. L. Parish
of the Central Methodist Episcopal
church.
On Wednesday, June 5, the class
play "Trelawny of the Wells" will
be given. The closing assembly will
be on Thursday morning at 8
o'clock. At 10 o'clock on the same
day, the class day program will be
given. The alumni reunion and
dinner is scheduled for Thursday
at 5:30 P.M. at Morey Hall.
The final exercises, at which
twenty-two will receive degrees
and one hundred-sixty-six, twoyear diplomas will be conducted
Thursday evening at 8:15 P.M.,
Prof., Theodore G. Soanes of the
Divinity School, University of Chicago will be the principal speaker.
Diplomas will be presented by
resident director S. H. Somsen.
Those who are being awarded
the degree of bachelor of education
are: Mrs. Leone H. Courtney,
Louis H. Daniels, Irvin W. Gerecke,
Anna M. Grams, Ethel H. Griese,
Raymond F. Loughlin, Elizabeth
C. Millam, Grace M. Muir, and
Donald Wildbrube, Bernice Berdan, Mildred Engstrom, Annaceta
Hanley, Louisa Farner, Ethel Fjerstad, Philip E. Houghtelin, Everett
J. Johnson, Helen Klein, Harry M.
Meyers, Elizabeth Nease, Wilfred
Quenett, Elizabeth Seymour, and
Ada Thompson.
The chapel talk on Monday,
May 20th, was by Mr. Owens.
His remarks, which were accompanied by slides, in a way supplemented his talk laSt year on the
Egyptian Pyramids. He used as
his subject the ruins of Egyptian
temples, particularly those of Ancient Thebes. He not only emphasized the difficulties under
which these Ancients worked in the
carving and the placing of huge
blocks of stone, but also stressed
the artistic achievements in decorating and painting of temple
columns. The slides were a valuable addition to his discussion.
Mr. Payne, gave an illustrated
lecture on Tuesday, May the 7th.
He spoke of the westward advancement of the White Man, and of the
progress made by the pioneers of
the great Northwest. His illustrations showed the beautiful scenery of the Rockies and the Grand
Canyon, and of the life among the
pioneers as contrasted with that of
our modern cities of the West.
An informal dinner was given in
honor of President and Mrs. Maxwell by the faculty, Wednesday
evening, May 23, as a celebration
of Mr. Maxwell's twenty-fifth anniversary as president of the college.
The banquet was given at Shepard Hall, and was. attended by
about sixty guests. The tables
were decorated with delicately
tinted flowers and touches of silver.
In behalf of the faculty, W. H.
Munson presented Mr. Maxwell
with a life membership in the National Education Association. A
corsage of flowers was presented
to Mrs. Maxwell.

THE WINONAN
The poems printed below are
selected from little sheaves of
verses that student poets have
from time to time handed to one
OFFICIAL STUDENT PUBLICATION OF THE
of the English teachers during the
WINONA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
year. The editor is glad to print
these poems as an indication of the
genuine work that students can
MONDAY, June 3, 1929
do, and as an encouragement to
the authors and others who may
Evangeline E. Wein want to bring their efforts to light.
Editor-in-Chief .

THE WINONAN

Mabel Green
Sara Sill
Stanley Arbingast
Paul Nissen
Eugene Pollard
Iona Kirch
Jessie Perry
Janet Collin
Floretta Murray

Assistant Editor
Assistant Editor
Assistant Editor
Sport Editor
Sport Editor
Women's Sport Editor
Music Editor.
Feature Editor
Art Editor

Bertha Kretzchmar
Philip Houghtelin
Ann Cronquist

REPORTERS
Margaret Hopp
Eleanor Hansen

Muriel Hayne
Josephine Kjelland

BUSINESS STAFF

Clear bright Crystal they shall be
Clear as echoes and as thin,
Where the stems of flowers will
show
When I put them in.
Where the floating leaves will catch
All the light within the room,
Stems of flowers are as brave
As the bravest bloom.

Business Manager
Circulation Manager Leaves in water-stems thru glass

Luverne Fennessey
Ulysseus Whiteis

Alpha Odegaard

BOWLS
Earthen bowls are beautiful
Colorful and fine
But I will not buy again
An earthen bowl for mine.

ASSISTANTS
Wilma Froelich

Gertrude Lang

Sprays of blossoms from a tree —
Crystal bowls are lovelier far
Than jewels are to me.
DOROTHY LEE.

Mail subscriptions $1.00 per school year or 50c per term.

CALENDAR OF THE LEAVES
September —
SCHOOL HONORS
With its lazy, sunstained days,
The
golden sun-light
The winning of second place in a national contest by Miss Naomi
On golden leaves
Fausch has added another honor to W.S.T.C.'s Hall of Fame. This
Like golden lace.
seems to have been an especially outstanding year for the college.
There are the championships won by the football and basketball teams, October —
the debate victories, and the track honors. And now, this winning in
With its trees so deeply red
a national contest has taken the college not only out of local territory,
And the purple oak's upflaring
but also out of state boundaries.
head
Thus, in being brought before the public, the college has experienced
Like an old, old king
a greater realization Of its worth, a fuller evaluation of its services, and
Keeping tryst with the dead,
a better appreciation of its efforts. The ideals of the college and the
The new dead — the scarlet
quality of work done by its students have always received worthwhile
dead—
commendation, and the encouragement and recognition given to those
The leaves —
students who participate in extra-curricular activities further emphaNovember —
sizes the general value of the school to the public at large.
Curled, browned leaves
Thrusting themselves
Into comfy pockets
Of black, gaunt trees,
SENIOR FAREWELL
Trees that seem
To reach greedily
When the list of graduates was recently read from the assembly
Against the sky
platform, this question was asked, "What will the college do without
For a cold, silver, moon.
those persons who are not to return next year?" The query, in itself,
SARA SILL.
is a subtle tribute to all who have shown their loyalty to the college
during the past two or four years. During this period the entire colEVANGELINE
lege becomes so accustomed to the association with these students
that their replacement by an entirely new group of persons having Evangeline,
equal abilities seems impossible.
Thou art straight and tall
The answer to the question, however, is quite obvious. None would As a lily,
say that the college has declined in student participation and activities And as a lily, lovely.
because some one group has been graduated, and no longer will be The goldness of a lily's heart
here to take the initiative. On the contrary, any educational institu- Lies in thine own,
tion progresses only as its student body is replenished from year to Its purity
In the kindliness of thy smile.
year. Were this not the case, colleges would become static.
Thy
soul
In other words, there are always others to take our places. We of
the 1929 graduating class have contributed our bit to the college, and, Is' like the lily's song
realizing that there are others to fill our places equally well, are ready To the wind.
to turn the reins over to them.
Evangeline,
I pray thee
Sing thy flower melody
To me.
SARA SILL.
HOW MUCH IS AN EDUCATION WORTH?
.

The story of the late "perpetual student" of Columbia University,
who went to college sixty years simply because he was left the means
by which to obtain an education, leads one to ask the question, "What
is an education worth?"
If one were to ask different people what evaluation they would put
on an education, several answers would be obtained. Among them would
be such replies as these, "The value of an education is measured in the
terms of what a person gets out of it." Another person might suggest
that its value is measured in the terms of the use to which it can be
put. Still another might add that it is worth "one's bread and butter".
A fourth might say that an education helps one to appreciate and live
life to the fullest.
All of these answers may be "boiled down" into the one term —
service. These services are many and varied. Perhaps the most common service which an education performs is that of earning one's
living. Then, too, there is the service it may render humanity in the
form of additional knowledge gained through research work, the addition of new books to our libraries, and not least of these, the services
rendered by our teachers in the teaching of children. One of the greatest
services an education renders the individual is in the way of appreciation. A person who has a liberal education is able to enjoy and
appreciate the finer things of life more fully than his uneducated
brother.
The greatest duty of an education is to render service, and when it
fails to do that, we may say that an education is worthless.

1929 WENONAH DISTRIBUTED TO STUDENTS
TUESDAY
The 1929 "Wenonah", college
annual, dedicated to President Guy
E. Maxwell in commemoration of
twenty-five years of service in the
capacity of chief executive of the
college, was distributed to the
students, Tuesday, May 28.
Editor-in-Chief of this year's
publication is Paul Nissen. John
Hanna and Madeline Dunn are
assistant editors, while Edwin Pumala has had charge of business arrangement, with Evangeline E.
Wein and Ano Luoma as assistants.
The pages and the art work of
the annual have been worked out
in modernistic form as nearly as
possible. A modernistic design
symbolizing the light of learning
has been used as a background.
Grey antelope grain with a bronze
monogram has been used for the
cover. The annual has been divided
into three divisions; college, college
life, and college humor. The first
division includes the school, faculty,
and classes; the second, club activities and athletics; the third, features of various kinds.
The annual staff includes: Paul
Nissen, editor-in-chief; John Hanna
and Madeline Dunn, assistant editors; Edwin Pumula, business manager; Evangeline Wein and Ano
Luoma, assistant business managers; Lucille Low, literary editor;
Theo Wall, Florence Norberg, Ardath Lovell and Nellie Holbrook,
assistant literary editors; Fern Olson, feature editor; 011ie Veltum,
assistant feature editor; Hortense
Ecklund, picture editor; Berneice
Nicholas, assistant picture editor;
Stanley Arbingast, sport editor;
Everett Johnson and Leo Dahm,
assistant sport editors; Viola Zeller,
women's sport editor; Barbara
Glynn, characterizations editor;
Floretta Murray, art editor; Naomi
Fausch, Mildred Fausch, Virginia
Spanton, Margaret Carlson and
Elizabeth Millam, assistant art
editors; Carolyn Davidshofer, Alpha Odegaard, Helen Klein and
Bernice Jensen, typists.
Mr. Arthur T. French is financial adviser of the publication;
while Mrs. T. M. Cassidy is art
adviser. Acting as picture adviser
was Mr. Robert Reed; and Mr.
Willis E. Boots was literary adviser.

Twenty-two more members of
the graduating classes have been
elected to teaching positions since
the last Winonan was issued. These
include:
Ethel Fjerstad, Pine City; Irwin
Gerecke, Morton; Elizabeth Millam, Hawaiian Islands; Elva Bakken, Spring Valley; Illa Beeman,
Pine City; Anneta Darg, Rose
Creek; Jessie Duncan, Annandale;
Naomi Fausch, Red Wing; Gwendolyn Hall, Guckeen; Lila Hall,
Burnside School, Red Wing; Nellie
Holbrook, Harmony; Harold Johnson, Ivanhoe; John Lovelace, Waubun; Alice Prouty, Loman; Lorna
Rydman, Houston; Doris Schulz,
TO A LOVELY LADY
Houston; Ruth Shonyo, Dover;
As I should unclasp a perfect
Earl Skaran, Westby, Mont.;
Cameo from my breast,
Myrtle Stearns, Freeborn; Pearl
And hold it to the light
Vollum, La Crescent; Sylvia Wein,
To better gaze upon its beauty — Preston; Frances Zaske, Morgan.
So do I loose you gently from my
heart,
That I might gaze with clearer eyes
DAY DREAMING
Upon the lovely lines which
Someday I'll be a vagabond —
Form your face.
A vagabond with you,
Thus would I wear you always,
And we will see the world, dear,
Apart from me —
An old world and a new.
That I might look upon you
With impersonal eyes,
And love you for your beauty alone. We'll seek the lonely places,
We'll pass where crowds have
VIRGINIA SPANTON.
gone.
In music as well as in dramatics Oh, we'll buy silks at Samark and —
Smell cedars of Lebanon!
and athletics, the contest movement is obviously capable of increasing in usefulness, and if this We'll travel East to the dawn, dear,
Or West with the day depart,
musical enlightment becomes a
fact, there is no doubt that Amer- We'll weave our Romany pattern,
And be vagabonds, dear heart!
ican music contests will lead all
others.
DOROTHY LEE.

On the evening of May tenth,
the Mendelssohn Club presented
its twenty-ninth annual recital.
The program was pleasing, varied,
well-balanced, and as a result many
enjoyed an unusually entertaining
evening.
The program began with "Moonlight" by Spross and was followed
by "The Fairy Ring" by Bridge
sung by the Mendelssohn Club.
Then Janet Rohweder and Maxine
Holden sang a delightful cycle of
songs entitled "A Day in Arcady"
by Ware. The Club again sang,
this time selections from "Andante
Cantabile" and from Negro Spirituals. Mr. Adams, in his enchanting and wonderful way,
played Beethoven's Romance and
Sacasate's "Spanish Dance". He
was accompanied in his excellent
playing by Mrs. J. J. Hoffner. The
club's final number was Nevin's
"Un Giorro in Venezu", a lovely
song cycle.
The recital was exceptionally
well presented and the Mendelssohn Club deserves much credit
for the fine production they presented.
.

"To love, to leave self behind in
order to rise above it — this is
life and art." — Cesar Franck.
Walter Johannes Damrosch, king
of New York music, has withdrawn
from conductorship of the Philharmonic Symphony, and is devoting his time entirely to the
microphone.

PHELPS SCHOOL HOLD
GRADUATION EXERCISES
The annual spring graduation
exercises of the Phelps Junior
High School were held Wednesday,
May 29, in the College Auditorium.
The program included a Chinese
play called The Stolen Prince. The
cast was as follows:
Chorus man... Blaine McLaughlin
Property man Maynard Johnson
Ling Fo
Evelyn Thompson
Ling Fo, Wing Lee, children of
the royal cook... Evelyn Thompson, Dorothy Thrun
Sing Lo, nurse to royal twins ...
Irene Nelson
Hi Tee, a fisherman
Lubertus Loerch
Li Mo, his wife.. Florence Bechter
Joy, the royal prince
Lillian Knopf
First soldier
Donald Stedman
Second soldier
William Peterson
Executioner
William Neeb
Orchestra — Lucille Brugger, Muriel Murray, Ruth McDonald,
Eugene Edel, Donald Richter.
Violin Solo
Mr. Adams
Promotion Exercises
I. What Is a Junior High School
Ruth McDonald
II. Some Things We Have Done
in Junior High School Civics
League
William Neeb
Boy Scouts ..Blaine McLaughlin
Music
Evelyn Thompson
Camp Fire . . . . Dorothy Thrun
Athletics.... .. William Peterson
III. In What Direction Has This
Told Me To Go?
Florence Bechter
Class Roll
Florence Bechter, Lucille Brugger, Eugene Edel, Lillian Knopf,
Maynard Johnson, Blaine McLaughlin, Ruth McDonald, Murriel Murray, Irene Nelson, William
Nieb, William Peterson, Donald
Richter, Donald Stedman, Evelyn
Thompson, Dorothy Thrun.
Presentation of Certificates
There was no charge of admission to these exercises. All the
student body were urged to attend as
these exercises were planned to help
students in planning similar programs in their own schools.

THE WINONAN
JUST

MONKEYIN' AROUND
By PAUL NISSEN

The year is just over as far
as school is concerned, and all
of us are going about looking
sad that we have to part (perhaps for good) with our friends
and happy that the long grind
is over and many of us (ahem)
get our sheepskins. The skin
you love to touch is within our
grasp.
It might well be said that one
of the most successful seasons as
far as athletics is concerned, that
W.S.T.C. has ever had is drawing
to a close.

In the first place, we have a
wonderful coach, whose main
and only interest lies in his
work. This spirit which prevails in Mr. Galligan's office is
catching, and influences the
men to better deeds.
The first success of the year was
the Football team that won the
Southern Division Title of the
Little Ten and never lost a game.

The basketball team next
came in for it's share of glory
by winning the State Title for
the Little Ten. They played
thirteen games and never lost
one.
Now the track team is cleaning
up on everything in Minnesota in
its class and can be depended upon
to come out with a clean slate.

These facts were remarkable
enough, but at the same time
Coach Galligan has been running off intra-mural tournaments the like of which has
never been seen at T. C. before.
In the fall interclass games of
soccer was the feature. The
interclass and intramural basketball. This was no sooner
over than intramural volleyball was started. Now intramural tennis and horse shoe,
and the intramural track is
just over.
By the time this column is
published a golf tournament between men faculty and students
will be played (if everything goes
well) and a championship tourney
staged.

Some may have been left out
of this review, but everybody
knows of them and realizes
what a crowded season it has
been.
Not a mar in the whole season.
Mr. Galligan, on behalf of the
entire school, we of the sport staff
of the Winonan congratulate you
on your wonderful work during
your second year of coaching at
T. C. May you have many more
of the same. You have given us
who graduate this year something
to remember all our lives.

Stanley Arbingast just told
me that Mr. Grebin (one of the
survivors of the wrestling match
on the shore of Lake Winona),
borrowed Jack Laudon's Ford
and spent the night looking for
a crank in the car before he
thought to look in its natural
residing place.
Our team did the school justice
at the State University of Minnesota meet. They were only four and
one-fifth points behind Hibbing
who were the leaders.
) this shows

the amount of space which was
all the difference between Hibbing's first and our second in
the relay race.
Loughrey smashed the 220 yard

dash record all to pieces when he 220 yd. dash — Won by Gibson
ran it in 22.9.
(LC); Lord (LC) second; WroMost of the boys got their
blewski (W) third; Ritter (R)
share of glory in chapel when
fourth. Time 24.7.
the medals were passed out, 120 yd. hurdles — Won by Closbut no mention was made of
way (W); Brown (C) second;
the fine work of Ole Risty and
Gordon (W) third; Zaudke (SC)
Johnny Lovelace. They did a
fourth. Time 15.9.
great-deal in helping us to win 880 yd. run — Won by Alexander
four points in the relay race.
(R); Baumann (W); Frey (LC);
Pete Deanovic has won his third
third; Pfeffer (SC) fourth. Time
letter in a year again. Hope we
2.08.7.
get some more all-round athletes Broad jump — Won by Closway
(W); Rogge (W") second; Ritter
from the Range next year.
Watch out for the big golf
(R) third; Brown (C) fourth.
tournament. Such big stars as
Distance 19 ft. 7 1 2 in. (New
Ev. Johnson, Mr. Sandt, Pres.
record.)
Maxwell, and Bram Reishus Low hurdles — Won by Closway
(says he got three on number
(W); Anderson (W) second; Dafour, and got 37 on the course
vies (W) third; Gibson (LC)
fourth. Time 29.4.
once) will play.
This promises to be a real hot Half mile relay -- Won by Winona
(Neeb, Anderson Wroblewski,
tournament as Mr. Sandt has an
Rogge); La Crosse second;
ice cream cone on every hole and
Rochester third; St. Charles
a quarter on the tournament. I
don't know yet who he is betting fourth. Time ?.
with, but nevertheless he says he'll
Class B
have the cones there.
100
yd.
dash
— Won by WazowI'll bring up the rear and
probably carry clubs for some nik (Cret); Woolridge (Stew) second; Devine (Logan) third; Nione after the first nine, Bram
cola (Log) fourth. Time 11 sec.
says I should have my name
in the list above and say, "I'm High jump—Won by Burns (Cret)
and Gardner (Gale) tied; Webnot bragging, just confessing".
ber (Log) third; Lee (Mond) and
That's Bram.
Carlson (CF) tied for fourth.
Anyway don't miss it.
Height 5 ft. 8 in. (New record.)
Well, this will be the last column
that P. Nissen will write in this 440 yd. dash — Won by Wooldridge (Stew) ; Lecy (Stew) secschool (cheers), so I'll just close
ond; Brick (Cret) third; Schmidwith the old favorite. Don't forget
lin (Mond) fourth. Time 55.8.
it will be "Hi Joe" when we meet
(New record.)
each other any place, and now it'll
120 yd. hurdles — Won by Fallon
be "I'll be for seeing you".
Stew); Carlson (CF) second; Soller (Log) third. Time 16.3.
WINONA, STEWARTVILLE
Discus— Won by Seyforth (Mond)
COP HIGH HONORS IN
Burrows (Log) third; Goss
TRACK MEET SPONSORED
(Mond) third; Lind (CF) fourth.
BY T. C.
Distance 101 ft.
Winona won the Class A division Javelin—Won by Hodlicka (Stew);
title by scoring 64 1 2 points. LaBurrows (Log) second; Lecy
Crosse placed second with 40 1 2
(Stew) third; Sylvester (Gale)
points, St. Charles third with 13
fourth. Distance 131 ft. 9 in.
points, Rochester fourth with 12 3 220 yd. hurdles -- Won by Soller
points and Chatfield fifth with 6.
(Log); Carlson (CF) second;
Stewartville led by a flashy
Pickering (Gale) third; Weiss
group of sprinters won the Class B
(Mond) fourth. Time 30.1.
title with 35 points. Standings of 880 yd. run—Won by Deters (Cal);
the other schools were as follows:
Nelson (Monti) second; Lodahl
La Crosse Logan 24, Mondovi 16,
(Lane) third; Timmerman
Cannon Falls 12 1 2, Lanesboro 12,
(Monti) fourth. Time 2:14.3.
St. Paul Cretin 12, Galesville 10,
(New record).
Caledonia 5, Monticello 4, Lake Pole vault—Won by Lodahl (Lane)
City 2, Canton 2, Preston 0, HousBorreson (Log) second; Lee
ton 0.
(Mond) third; Bahr (Wab)
Four records were broken in the
fourth. Height 10 ft. 6 in. (New
Class A, five in Class B. Records
record.)
broken in Class A were pole vault, Broad jump — Won by Lodahl
javelin, discus and broad jump.
(Lane); Gardner (Gale) second;
Those in Class B were high jump,
Fitzpatrick (Log) third; Fallon
440 yd. dash, 880 yd. run, pole
(Stew) fourth. Distance 18 ft.
vault and half mile relay.
10 1 2 in.
Summary
220 yd. dash—Won by Wooldridge
Class A
(Stew); Casper (Cret) second;
440 yd. dash — Won by Neeb (W) ;
Romnick (LC) third; O'Niel
Person (S.C.) second; Sciborski
(Stew) fourth. Time 24.9.
(L.C.) third; Davies (W) fourth; Shot put — Won by Seaforth
Time 57.2.
(Mond); Lind (CF) second; Carl100 yd. dash—Won by Lord (L.C.);
son (CF) third; Burrows (Log)
Gibson (L.C.) second; Anderson
fourth. Distance 39 ft. 5 1 2 in.
(C) third; Rogge (W) fourth. Relay — Won by Stewartville
Time 10.8.
(Woolridge, Lecy, O'Neill, Hoog120 yd. hurdles — Won by Closway
len); Cretin second; Mondovi
(W); Brown (C) second; Gordon
third; Lake City fourth. Time
(W) third; Zaudtke (S.C.) fourth;
1:41.3. (New record).
Time 15.9.
Pole vault — Won by Rinkel (W);
Closway (W) . second; Hemming
College Board Adopts Final
(S.C.) third; Abnett (L.C.)
Four Year Curriculum
fourth. Height 10 ft. 4 in. (New
(Continued from page 1, column 1)
Record).
Thus the teachers colleges of this
Shot put — Won by Novack (L.C.)
Heaser (W) second; Zaudke state take a forward step as the
(S.C.) third; D uresky (L. C.) result of the new legislation, supplemented by action of the College
fourth. Distace 39 ft. 8 in.
Javelin — Won by Albert (W); Board. The new opportunities in
Kroning (S.C.) second; Rogge public school service have been
(W) third; Hoeschler (L.C.) increasing the number of experifourth. Distance 159 ft. (New enced teachers in recent summer
sessions. The College has rerecord).
Discus — Won by Cameron (L.C.); sponded by an increased number of
Briese (R) second; Kroning (SC); subjects of the third and fourth
and Albert (W) tied for third and college years. The program of the
fourth. Distance 122 ft. 10 in. coming summer sessions, beginning
each year on about June 17, is
(New record.)
High jump — Won by Ledman therefore specially planned for those
(LC); Rinkel (W) Gordon (W) teachers-in-service to whose com(LC); Rinkel (W); Gordon (W); pleted two-year diploma course
Betts (LC) and Hall (R) tied they now desire to add credits
toward the degree in education.
for second. Height 5 ft. 6 in.

WINONA TRACK TEAM WINS 880 yd. run — Won by Sampson
(W); Risty (W) second; Lubke
SOUTHERN DIVISION MEET
It's become a habit with them.
For the third time this year a
Winona team has shown her superiority over the rest of the Southern
Division schools. The track team
completely overwhelmed the rest
of the field in the Southern Division track meet held here. The
locals scored 65 points to 43 for
Mankato. St. Cloud and Rochester
brought up the rear with 24
points and 18 1 2 points respectively.
Winona proved she had a very
well balanced track team by placing in every event and led the way
in eight events although one of
them was not allowed. Five records were broken, two of which
were done by Wibye who broke his
own record both times.
Wibye stepped off the 105 yd.
hurdles in 14.7 seconds. Had the
track been long enough for the
required 120 yards he would have
undoubtedly beat the record. Rogge
placed fourth in this event.
After running third in his heat
John Lovelace stepped out and
won the 100 yard dash in 10.8
seconds. Lovelace was disqualified
so Sternberg automatically won
the event. Elmer placed third.
Nihart ran the mile in 5 minutes
flat to win the race. Fischer placed
third. George did not take the
lead until the last lap.
Loughrey and Johnson placed
first and third respectively in the
440 yard dash. Loughrey took the
lead at the start and never once
lost it.
Towly, record holder in the 220
yard hurdles again won the hurdles running them in 28.3 seconds.
The best Winona could do in this
event was to place third.
Sampson won the half mile run
by leading the field by about 20
yards. Risty placed second. The
time 2:09
Wendt of St. Cloud won the pole
vault by vaulting nearly a foot
over the old record. Pumala placed
fourth. The height of the vault
was 11 ft. inches.
Rogge won the javelin throw
and came within inches of beating
the old record which is held by
Albert formerly of Winona.
Wibye and Deanovic placed in
one two in the shot put. Wibye
broke his own record by four
inches. The distance being 37 feet
7 in.
Deanovic tied for second, third
and fourth in the high jump with
three other contestants. Stienbach
of Mankato made a new mark by
jumping 5 feet 4 1 2 inches.
Deets broke the broad jump record with a jump of 20 feet
inches. Rogge and Lovelace placed
third and fourth.
Wibye won the discus throw
with a record breaking heave of
116 ft. 5 in. Skaron placed fourth
in this event.
Loughrey stepped off the 220
yd. ,dash in 24 seconds to win the
event. Johnson placed fourth.
The St. Cloud relay team sprang
a surprise to win the relay. Winona
placed second.
A bit of humor was supplied
by Cunningham when he fell from
the ladder he was on while putting
up the pole on the vaulting standards. The height was ten feet.

(M) third; Erickson (SC) fourth.
Time 2:09.3.
Pole vault — Won by Wendt (SC);
Olson (M) second; Deets (M)
third; Pumala
(W) fourth.
Height 11 ft. 1
inches (New
record.)
Javelin — Won by Rogge (W);
Stendrud (SC) second; Nelson
(SC) third; Deets (M) fourth.
Distance 166 ft. 6 inches.
Shot put — Won by Wibye (W);
Deanovic (W) second; Wendt
(SC) and Nelson (SC). Distance
37 ft. 7 inches. (New record.)
High jump — Won by Stienbach
(M); Evert (R); Deanovic (W) ;
Wendt (SC) and Nelson (SC)
tied for second; Height 5 ft.
in. (New record.)
Running broad jump — Won by
Deets (M); Lubke (M) second;
Rogge (W) third; Lovelace (W)
fourth. Distance 20 ft.
inches.
Discus — Won by Wibye (W); DeRosa (M) second; Jensen (M)
third; Skaron (W) fourth. Distance 116 ft. 5 inches. (New
record.)
Half mile relay — Won by St.
Cloud.
220 yd. dash — Won by Loughrey
(W); Sternberg (R) second; Peterson (M) third; Johnson (W)
fourth. Time 24 seconds.

PENMANSHIP INSTRUCTOR
SPEAKS AT CONVENTION

Miss Pearle Mallory was one of
the speakers at the convention
held by the Central Commercial
Teacher's Association in Des
Moines, Iowa, recently. Representatives from ten different states
were present.
"Is Penmanship an Essential in
This Machine Age?" was the subject upon which Miss Mallory
spoke. In the early part of her
speech, she presented erroneous
ideas that have been acclaimed by
those who favor the typewriter.
"Some go as far as to affirm that
penmanship will soon be a lost art
owing to the use of these inventions
as substitutes." she declared.
"The second rather prevalent
erroneous idea is that the value
and standards of handwriting in
the business world has decreased,
and that the typewriter and other
office machines have eliminated long
hand from the office."
Miss Mallory pointed out statistics which very decidedly disproved
the preceding statement. Clerical
workers were asked to indicate
whether or not their duties required handwriting Of a total of
4,328 an affirmative reply was given
by 3,272 or about seventy-five
percent of the total. "Obviously,
clerical workers should be able to
write legibly.
"The educational utility of handwriting is truly beyond computation," continued Miss Mallory,
"Penmanship continues to be the
vehicle of thought which must be
correlated with all other public
school subjects and it continues to
be of utmost importance in the
social and business life of even the
`Machine age'."
A review of this speech will be
found in a forthcoming issue of the
Summary
American Penman, official publi115 yd. hurdles — Won by Wibye cation of the Palmer Company.
(W); Viessleman (M) second;
Deets (M) third; Rogge (W)
fourth. Time 14.7.
100 yd. dash — Won by Lovelace
(W) ; Sternberg (R) second;
Schwartz (R) third; Elmer (W)
fourth. Time 10.8 (Lovelace disqualified).
Mile run — Won by Nihart (W);
Kennidy (SC) second; Fischer
See
(W) third; Anderson (SC) fourth.
Time 53.9.
Ray Loughlin
220 yd. hurdles — Won by Towey
(R); Deets (M) second; Rogge
or Call 934-L
(W) third; McMarty (M) fourth.
Time 28.3.
.
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THE WINONAN

IN AND OUT OF THE SHOPS may desire. How about letting her
WITH CO-EDNA
make your life a bit brighter? Or
In our gentle way, we predict
that spring has come, is satisfied
and intends to stay. It really
seems too good to be true and as
the sky gets bluer and the grass
greener, we suddenly realize what
the awakening season brings, "as
it were". Class plays, tennis, picnics, moonlight hikes and canoeing
— ahem. THE CLARK BROS.
have some darling new canoes down
at the boat house on Lake Winona.
Why don't you try them? Old
romance—it comes romping around
this time of the year around T. C.
and gets such a cordial reception
that he's staying over Sunday and
will stay quite a while if you only
put the stamp of approval on him.
'Tis now time for the perennial
crop of graduates to be released
upon a heartless and indifferent
world, after wrestling for their education and finally receiving the
proverbial diploma. What to give
tham as a reward? a token of appreciation? Something that will be
the accepted mode of saying one's
congratulations gracefully — with
kind thoughtfulness for the recipient and no mean reflection on the
donor. In dashing up the avenue
in search of "hot off the wire"
gift suggestions, we ran into
CHOATE'S. Allow us to wax eloquent for a brief second by saying
"Service to Winona and Winona's
Colleges" has long been the password of Choate's. It has become
an actual rite — and one we should
all recognize and fully appreciate.
Long years of this unselfish service
has seen a great change, from a
small to a great and thriving
business.
When the blase Younger Generation, demands something new
when it frolics — it leaves one
rather at sea. But here you'll find
a heavenly haven in the wide variety in almost anything that one
is looking for whether it be dresses,
hats, jewelry, or those little niceties for the self or home. They
have just the smartest sweaters
that could be had. Sporty? And
how! cry we with our nose in the
air as we nonchalantly watched
the tennis tournament. We knew
we looked rather neat for we had
on an ensemble from Choate's with
a hat and scarf to match. They also
announce an exhibit of unusual
gifts which are well worth that
extra moment of "dropping in".
By the time we had decided to buy
some of the new little silhouette
pictures for my room, I saw those
new little ash trays that would be
just the thing and color the b. f.'s
new Ford, but the unselfishness
disappeared when I saw the atomizers and I just had to buy one to
spray the deadly perfume I got
there the day before. Ain't it the
truth?
We have been hearing so much
about the beauty machine that
makes your appearance a complete
success and it's down at the
charming green and lavendar
MEIER BEAUTY SHOPPE. You - 11
like their interested and expert care
of you. Everything! Sounds interesting, doesn't it? but we mean
it. Everything for Milady's scrupulous toilette — permanents that
are unexcelled, manicures and facials that put fresh zip in your
grooming. Everything!
Life at its best could be made a
wee bit brighter if it had the
cunning hand-made to individual
measurement frocks of the "PARODA SHOPPE" on its side. They
are dashing for gold and sports
wear and come in any material you

your graduation dress — copied
from French models — you will
find them the chic-est ever and
you know, you'll never look provincial. While there, have them
fashion a street ensemble with fine
details or a sophisticated evening
gown. It may change the whole
course of your life and teaching
career — who knows?
We're going to sandwich a word
in here to the men or anyone interested in men's furnishings. He
is no one to trust with an opinion,
a sweetheart or a checkbook if he
suggests that all clothing stores are
the same. That's an unadulterated
hooey! A place we can recommend
is WILKINSON'S. Three times a
day when you need to look your
best, you can do it by wearing a
suit selected from Wilkinson's.
They have simply everything that's
new for men, thereby having a
clientele of customers who depend
upon them season after season.
"Greta Garbo may be the only
woman in the world who has
capitalized anemia" said Polly facetiously as she and the bunch
from Morey walked in to the "BON
TON" but she can't wear green —
I've got it over her there. And how
I adore green". So she chose a
cunning little green hat there —
with a fit and shape that made
Polly look more irresistable than
Greta herself. We have read that
every phase of your personality
plus or minus can be set off by
your frocks and hats. We the BonTon has some of the snazziest creations on the avenue and we really
feel your personality. if clad in
one of them, would be inclined to
"plus" a bit. How about a gift
for the sweet girl graduate from
here, also?
These may be my farewell words
to my dear and patient readers —
boo hoo! so will close by giving
three cheers for the "Winonan".
May all your graduates of 1929
support it next year and several
years to come and be blessed therewith. Amen.
Loyally Yours,
Co -EDNA.
Advertisement.

STUDENTS DECLARE
WAR ON "PESTS"
War was declared on the one
million six hundred and seventyeight dandelions of the college campus May 16, 1929. The soldiers,
consisting of several hundred fair
co-eds with a few stalwart Samsons
and young Adonises assisting, advanced from the college building
at exactly twenty-one minutes of
twelve o'clock. All of the youthful
faces wore threatening and grim
expressions — for weren't they out
to kill a foe that was threatening
democracy, freedom, and liberty?
They were armed with knives
— little knives, big knives, butcher
knives, Jack knives, red knives,
green knives, sharp knives, dull
knives. You may think this is a
very meager assortment of weapons

for so great a battle, but when you
consider the grim determination
backing these young muscles, you
will undoubtedly agree that nothing more was needed.
The foe was well fortified. Each
dandelion was entrenched in a particularly strategic position, and
undoubtedly had orders not to
move a petal until it saw the whites
of the enemies' eyes. But neither
did the threatening glances make
them wither, nor did the war-cry
of the valiant collegians make them
retreat an inch. There each one
stood immovable, as if rooted to
the ground.
Nothing else remained but to
begin operations. The left wing
was dispatched to the Western
front, the right wing to the Eastern
front, and the middle division advanced upon the northern part.
Mr. Selle, Mr. Reed, and Mr.
Munson, as well as the commanderin-chief, Mr. Maxwell, are to be
commended for their excellent generalship. When courage seemed to
fail and hope forsake the youthful
hearts, these aged veterans invoked
fresh vigor and enthusiasm.
Boldly and confidently, the young
fighters set upon the foe, and took
aim. Just five inches from each
dandelion these deadly weapons
were thrust. Not one escaped the
deadly onrush.
So heavy was the fighting and
so important seemed the cause,
that the soldiers couldn't even stop
for dinner. On and on went the
slaughter. Grandfather dandelions,
grandmother dandelions, uncles
aunts, cousins, nephews, and nieces
— all fell victims to the deadly
blows.
The dandelions, however, had
the advantage of numbers, and it
was this fact that made our brave
troops retreat at about 12:10. The

Your European
Vacation 1929

Ready- to-Wear

Kratz Candy Shop
Try Mrs. Stover's Bungalow
Candies.
Sold by the foot or yard.

Tenor-Banjo or Mandolin
in Five Lessons
Without nerve-racking, heart-breaking
scales and exercises. You are taught to
play by note in regular professional chord
style. In your very first lesson you will
be able to play a popular number by note.

Ac' s...
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The "Hallmark Self-Instructor," is the
title of this method. Eight years were
required to perfect this great work. The
entire course with the necessary examination sheets, is bound in one volume. The
first lesson is unsealed which the student
may examine and be his own "JUDGE and
JURY." The later part of the "Hallmark
Self-Instructor," is sealed.
Upon the student returning any copy
of the "Hallmark Self-Instructor" with
the seal un-broken, we will refund in full
all money paid.
This amazing Self-Instructor will be
sent anywhere. You do not need to send
any money. When you receive this new
method of teaching music, Deposit with
the Postman the sum of ten dollars. If
you are not entirely satisfied, the money
paid will be returned in full, upon written
request. The Publishers are anxious, to
place this "Self-Instructor" in the hands
of music lovers all over the country, and
is in a position to make an attractive
proposition to agents. Send for your copy
today. Address The "Hallmark Self-Instructor" Station G, Post Office Box 111,
New York, N. Y.
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Member Florists' Telegraph Delivery

SIEBRECHT
FLORAL CO.
FLORAL SERVICE
PLANTS and FLOWERS
MORGAN BLOCK

Telephone 76 J
-

WINONA

MINN.

Friendship's Perfect Gift
Tour ?Photograph
Those whom you would compliment most on a gift occasion
will appreciate your Photograph best — especially if you
have it made here.

LINDSAY STUDIO
Photographs Live Forever

New Spring Coats
Dresses – Hats – Gloves
Hosiery – Silk Scarfs
Silk Underwear
Etc.

5 countries
Montreal to Montreal
or Montreal to New York
52 days for
5624.50
or 5631.00

SPURGEONS

6 Countries

THRIFT STORE
THE MIDWEST UNIVERSITY
TOUR OF AMERICAN EXPRESS
COMPANY IN CONJUNCTION
WITH CUNARD LINE

'Say it with Flowers

1)

Sailing
on S. S. Antonia, June 21st
on S. S. Anthenia, June 28th

Full information on application to
AMERICAN EXPRESS CO.
619 Marquette Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.

PRIEWERT STUDIO

CUNARD LINE
129 South 3rd St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
or Local Agent

The Candy Box
Flowers

Winona Floral Co.

Where good fellows get together.
Sodas – Ice Cream – Lunch

114 E. Third St.
Phones: Store 872 — Res. 872-J
Your Patronage Solicited
MRS. HARTNER IN CHARGE

Allyn S. Morgan
Jewelry
GIFTS — REPAIRING
Moderate Prices Always

Wan
Ckar4Witi4
IlyCleanerstlyers and Hatters

Campus
Sweet Shoppe

119 EAST THIRD Si

is the ideal place for good meals
and quick service?

....,L
Ar"

COME ONCE — COME ALWAYS

63 E. Fourth St.
25 Application Photos for S1.50

SEASONABLE CUT FLOWERS
AND BLOOMING PLANTS
IN CONSTANT SUPPLY

HHamner- s

PRIEWERT PHOTOS
Compare the Quality
Compare the Price

Flowers Telegraphed Anywhere

DO YOU KNOW

Ladies'

them were given a hearty welcome
by the loved ones at home. Those
who neglected to answer the call
of duty, cast envious glances at
the heroes of the day.

LEARN THE PIANO IN
TEN LESSONS

38 DAYS FOR
$426.50

Compliments of

T.6tebenfion't 31nr.

battlefield presented a pitiful aspect. 'There were heaps and piles
of dead ones while here and there
could be heard the groans of the
wounded and dying. Away in the
corner, lurked several hundred survivors. These were taken as prisoners of war to be killed at a later
date. So the victory must really
be attributed to the Collegians.
Many were decorated with medals
for distinguished service, but all of

,

-

PHONE 175

.

-e-Pg'?"- '

60 West Third St.
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SMART SCHOOL SHOES
Dress Shoes Too
At prices to fit the school girl's purse.
Yes, we have Hosiery.

